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EPP Configurator Background 

What it is:   The EPP Configurator is used to determine the number of 

EPP tokens needed to purchase based on a bottom-up estimate of the 

actual products you plan to deploy. 

How it works:  A user will search for and then add VMware products to 

their cart.  The associated Support (“SnS”) will automatically be added to 

the cart as well.  Based on the resulting total tokens in the cart, the 

Configurator will display the appropriate EPP SKU, eligible discount level, 

and the quantity of tokens to purchase.   

Other information: The EPP Configurator is used for estimation purposes 

only. For more details and to place an EPP order, contact an EPP Partner 

using the partnerlocator.vmware.com. 
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EPP Configurator: Product SKUs 

 You can add a product using the search bar and “Filter” button 

 1) Enter the SKU or product description 

 2) Click “Filter” 

 3) Click “Add to Cart” 

 4) Repeat steps 1-3 to add additional 

 products. 
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 … Or you can add a product manually 

 

EPP Configurator: Product SKUs 

1) Click on "+" to expand the section  

2) Click “Add to Cart” to add the 

product to your cart. 

3) Repeat steps 1-3 to add additional 

products. 
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EPP Configurator: Support SKUs 

 When you add a product to your cart, the corresponding Support (“SnS”)  

is automatically added as well.  
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EPP Configurator: Upgrade SKUs 

You can add an upgrade SKU(s) to your cart. 

When adding an upgrade SKU(s) to your cart, the number of tokens associated with each 

upgrade SKU are estimated based on the destination license. The actual # of tokens 

necessary to complete an upgrade will be calculated during the redemption process.   More 

information about Upgrade SKUs in EPP can be found in VMware KB 2043512  
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 You can delete a product(s) from your cart 

EPP Configurator: Deleting Products 

Click 

here 

 1) Click appropriate      to 

 remove product from cart 

 2) Repeat step 1 to remove 

 additional products. 

X 
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 You can send this configuration to any email address (one email 

address at a time) or you can reset your cart to start again. 

EPP Configurator: Other functionality 

Click “Reset” to 

empty your cart 

Click “Email” to send this configuration  

(one address at a time) 
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EPP Configurator:  Place an EPP Order 

EPP SKU 

to Order 

Quantity (# of EPP Tokens to Purchase) 

 The EPP Configurator uses your demand for VMware products and SnS to determine 

the EPP SKU and Quantity (# of tokens to purchase). Work with your EPP Partner to 

place an EPP Order.  

Estimated 

demand for 

EPP tokens as 

defined by 

SKUs and 

quantity added 

to this cart * 

* Estimated demand for EPP tokens is rounded to the nearest integer to determine the quantity to purchase.  


